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Beyblade burst evolution episode 49

Share Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Written by: Ardivas ' 18.07.2017, 19:51:47 » 0 0 shu je eaten lui yi ... He was beaten in this but 3-2 Malubs because he lost his bisonrak, by the way my second favorite lui shu was always leading by: bladci 25.07.2017, 16:41:38 » 0 I wish it
had been published first By: Ardivas 26.07.2017, 16:38:20 » 0 I wish it had been first published the episode was now 40 ta or 42 I'm not sure that they had already conducted a survey there they showed the game of this episode so I wrote directly : blad'i - 03.08.2017, 17:49:26 » 0 0 Man Shu I wish they had brought
more From: Ardivas ' 04.08.2017, 02:28:23 » 0 0 0 My husband Shu wished you had brought the rest of the season if he had not been damaged in his game against Wakiya by the way It was the best game of the season By: Shu Kurenai 19:55:30 » 0 0 From: Takao 29.10.2017, 16:57:04 » 0 0 0 It was the best game of
all time. I thought Shu would win this game and Beyblade would be broken in the last game, but I still didn't know it was like Ryuga defeating Kyoya in Metal Fusion and rising against Gingka. While two beyblades collide in the opposite direction, whichever is slower, it smashes the other. They didn't pay much attention.
It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Posted by: Ardivas ' 29.10.2017, 17:36:50 » 0 0 0 It was the best game to date. I thought Shu would win this game and Beyblade would be broken in the last game, but I still didn't know it was like Ryuga defeating Kyoya in Metal Fusion and
rising against Gingka. While two beyblades collide in the opposite direction, whichever is slower, it smashes the other. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Again, the series difference does not always win those in the main role in the business,
by the way, they are right that when the fast goes slowly before the fast, the fast disintegrates or because it is difficult: bladci 29.10.2017, 19:41:45 » 0 0 By the way, when the two Beyblades, which turn in the opposite direction, collide, which is also always slower. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain,
but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Description When the attack circle turns, the arc loosens at the end of the performance (say, let's say) and bursts with the force of the traffic jam, while the fast one crashes and the slower one opens: Takao 29.10.2017, 20:26:23 » 0 0 Description When the attack
circle rotates, the arc loosens at the end of the performance (say mal) and bursts with the power of traffic jams, and when it goes backwards, when the fast hits, the slow, or is difficult to explain with my hands, that if I get another beyblade, I will make a video Page 2 Written by: Ardivas ' 18.07.2017, 19:51:47 » 0 0 shu je
eaten lui yi ... he was beaten in this, but lost his bisonrakn 3-2 malub by the way my second favorite was lui shu always lead the sender: bladci 25.07.2017, 16:41:38 » 0 0 0 If it had been released before the episode of: Ardivas 26.07.2017, 16:38:20 » 0 I wish it had been published first, I'm not sure if the episode had
already been published at 40 ta or 42, they had already conducted a survey there they showed the game of this episode so I wrote directly from: bladchi 03.08.2017, 17:49:26 » 0 0 My husband Shu I wish , you would have brought more from: Ardivas ' 04.08.2017, 02:28:23 » 0 0 0 My husband Shu wanted, he wouldn't
have endured it if he hadn't been damaged in his game against Wakiya or it was the best game of the season : Shu Kurenai - 09.08.2017, 19:55:30 » 0 0 From: Takao - 29.10.2017, 16:57:04 » 0 0 0 0 It was the best game so far. I thought Shu would win this game and Beyblade would be broken in the last game, but I
still didn't know it was like Ryuga defeating Kyoya in Metal Fusion and rising against Gingka. While two beyblades collide in the opposite direction, whichever is slower, it smashes the other. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Posted by:
Ardivas ' 29.10.2017, 17:36:50 » 0 0 0 It was the best game to date. I thought Shu would win this game and Beyblade would be broken in the last game, but I still didn't know it was like Ryuga defeating Kyoya in Metal Fusion and rising against Gingka. While two beyblades collide in the opposite direction, whichever is
slower, it smashes the other. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Again, the series difference does not always win those in the main role in the business, by the way, they are right that when the fast goes slowly before the fast, the fast
disintegrates or because it is difficult: bladci 29.10.2017, 19:41:45 » 0 0 By the way, when the two Beyblades, which turn in the opposite direction, collide, which is also always slower. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Description When the
attack circle turns, the arc loosens at the end of the performance (say let's say) and bursts with the force of the traffic jam, while the fast one crashes and the slower one opens: Takao 29.10.2017, 20:26:23 » 0 0 Description When the attack circle rotates, the arc relaxes at the end of the performance (say let's) and
bursts with the force of the jam , and when the fast hits, the slow can turn on, or is it difficult to explain with my hands that I will make a video 3 Written by: Ardivas ' 18.07.2017, 19:51:47 » 0 0 shu je eaten lui yi ... He was 3-2 in this beaten because he lost his bisonrak, by the way my second favorite lui shu was always
leading by: bladci 25.07.2017, 16:41:38 » 0 I wish it had been published first By: Ardivas 26.07.2017, 16:38:20 » 0 I wish it had been first published the episode was now 40 ta or 42 I'm not sure that they had already conducted a survey there they showed the game of this episode so I wrote directly : blad'i ' 03.08.2017,
17:49:26 » 0 0 0 My husband Shu I wish you had brought more Ardivas ' 04.08.2017, 02:28:23 » 0 0 0 I wish my husband Shu would not have been damaged in his game against Wakiya if you had brought the rest of the season By the way it was the best game of the season By: Shu Kurenai 19:55:30 » 0 0 From: Takao
29.10.2017, 16:57:04 » 0 0 0 It was the best game of all time. I thought Shu would win this game and Beyblade would be broken in the last game, but I still didn't know it was like Ryuga defeating Kyoya in Metal Fusion and rising against Gingka. While two beyblades collide in the opposite direction, whichever is slower, it
smashes the other. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Posted by: Ardivas ' 29.10.2017, 17:36:50 » 0 0 0 It was the best game to date. I thought Shu would win this game and Beyblade would be broken in the last game, but I still didn't know it
was like Ryuga defeating Kyoya in Metal Fusion and rising against Gingka. While two beyblades collide in the opposite direction, whichever is slower, it smashes the other. They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Again, the series difference does
not always win those in the main role in the business, by the way, they are right that when the fast goes slowly before the fast, the fast disintegrates or because it is difficult: bladci 29.10.2017, 19:41:45 » 0 0 By the way, when the two Beyblades, which turn in the opposite direction, collide, which is also always slower.
They didn't pay much attention. It's pretty hard to explain, but maybe you've seen it in the manual startup videos. Description When the attack circle turns, the arc loosens at the end of the performance (say let's say) and bursts with the force of the traffic jam, while the fast one crashes and the slower one opens: Takao
29.10.2017, 20:26:23 » 0 0 Description When the attack circle rotates, the arc relaxes at the end of the performance (say let's) and bursts with the force of the jam , and when the fast hits, the fast can turn on when it closes, it is difficult to explain with my hands that I will make a video page 4 Written by: bladci -
09.08.2017, 13:42:01 » 0 0 9:15 Valt in the field Von: Kurenai Shu - 13.09.2017, 18:09:33 » 0 0 0 I think shu spryzeni would have beaten if he had not pushed too hard luiyi , which was already beaten by the next lui By: Kai Hiwatari 13.09.2017, 18:20:59 » 0 0 0 I think shu spryzeni would have beaten if he had not pushed
too hard, which he already beat with a close man, but please use spoilers. Posted by: Takao ' 10/29/2017, 17:26:30 » 0 0 0 Friend I fixed please use spoilers. He said the previous part, so valt had a bad opening, not spoilers, so let's see if he can turn the game around with his new special move? It's nice that Valt's
parents come to see the game. Posted by: bladci - 29.10.2017, 19:37:55 » 0 0 0 It is nice that Valt's family came to see the game. Takaos left. Went. From to the game: Real estate agent Oytun - 30.10.2017, 04:09:20 » 0 Why do you say after Oytun has seen English, it was the first Turkish section I saw, the presenter
offers boys and girls. Besides, all the characters were talked about big, big guys. Wakiya's voice was very bad, the other voices never sat... Posted by: Takao ' 30.10.2017, 13:30:13 » 0 Why say after Oytun english looks, it was the first Turkish section I saw, the presenter offers boys and girls. Besides, all the characters
were talked about big, big guys. Wakiya's voice was very bad, the other voices never sat... Do children speak in other languages? I understand those who watch and praise in their original language, but it seems strange to me to see and praise English. Posted by: Real Estate Agent Oytun - 30.10.2017, 13:57:20 » 0 0
Are children performing in other languages? I understand those who watch and praise in their original language, but it seems strange to me to see and praise English. Its original language is worse than Turkish, and you know it; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all.
Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very good vocal, I think there were inaccuracies in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero
and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. The child must be spoken of by a
child or the great who can make his voice sound like a child By: Takao 30.10.2017, 14:02:57 » 0 0 The original language is worse than Turkish, you know; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his
grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very good vocal, I think there were inaccuracies in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover
work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played in all Harry Potter seasons. I like the Japanese voiceover for the sizes that can make the child sound like a child or make the child
sound like a child. Maybe you didn't get the feeling anyway, I don't think you would be convinced that you're not usually on the page. Posted by: Ankaku'u - 30.10.2017, 14:08:39 » 0 0 The original language is worse than Turkish, you know it; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She
sings all. Turkish voiceovers are so It was not, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very strong voices, I think there were inaccuracies only in some places in the translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series;



I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. The sizes that
can make the child's voice or sound like a child just burst Japanese voiceover I liked the sound of his music in the Japanese dubbing, the sound of sise music on the site here is a little hoarse, but you are right, Turkish synchronization was better. Page 5 From: bladchi ' 09.08.2017, 13:42:01 » 0 0 9:15 Valt in the field
From: Kurenai Shu - 13.09.2017, 18:09:33 » 0 0 0 I think shu spryzeni would have been beaten if he hadn't pushed too hard luiyi, who had already been beaten by the next lui By: Kai Hiwatari 13.09.2017, 18:20:59 » 0 0 0 I think shu spryzeni would have beaten if he hadn't pushed too hard that he already beat with a
close man, but please use spoilers. Posted by: Takao ' 29.10.2017, 17:26:30 » 0 0 0 Friend I fixed but please use spoilers. He said the previous part, so valt had a bad opening, not spoilers, so let's see if he can turn the game around with his new special move? It's nice that Valt's parents come to see the game. Posted
by: bladci - 29.10.2017, 19:37:55 » 0 0 0 It is nice that Valt's family came to see the game. Takao's also went to the endgame: Real estate agent Oytun 30.10.2017, 04:09:20 » 0 Why do you say after Oytun has looked at English, it was the first Turkish section I saw, the presenter offers boys and girls. Besides, all the
characters were talked about big, big guys. Wakiya's voice was very bad, the other voices never sat... Posted by: Takao ' 30.10.2017, 13:30:13 » 0 Why say after Oytun english looks, it was the first Turkish section I saw, the presenter offers boys and girls. Besides, all the characters were talked about big, big guys.
Wakiya's voice was very bad, the other voices never sat... Do children speak in other languages? I understand those who watch and praise in their original language, but it seems strange to me to see and praise English. Posted by: Real Estate Agent Oytun - 30.10.2017, 13:57:20 » 0 0 Are children performing in other
languages? I understand those who watch and praise in their original language, but it seems strange to me to see and praise English. His Language is worse than Turkish, and you know it; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in
Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma etc. were very good vocal, only in translation there were inaccuracies in places; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put
the voiceover work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. The child must be spoken of by a child or the great who can make his voice sound
like a child By: Takao 30.10.2017, 14:02:57 » 0 0 The original language is worse than Turkish, you know; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr.
Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very good vocal, I think there were inaccuracies in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover work in a studio where, if you put it together,
there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. I like the Japanese voiceover for the sizes that can make the child sound like a child or make the child sound like a child. Maybe you didn't get
the feeling anyway, I don't think you would be convinced that you're not usually on the page. Posted by: Ankaku'u - 30.10.2017, 14:08:39 » 0 0 The original language is worse than Turkish, you know it; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so
bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very good vocal, I think there were inaccuracies in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were
well voted. They put the voiceover work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. The sizes that can make the child's voice or sound like a child
just burst Japanese voiceover I liked the sound of his music in the Japanese dubbing, the sound of sise music on the site here is a little hoarse, but you Right, Turkish synchronization was better. Page 6 From: bladchi ' 09.08.2017, 13:42:01 » 0 0 9:15 Valt in the field From: Kurenai Shu - 13.09.2017, 18:09:33 » 0 0 0 I
think shu spryzeni would have been beaten if he hadn't pushed too hard luiyi, who had already been beaten by the next lui By: Kai Hiwatari 13.09.2017, 18:20:59 » 0 0 0 I think shu spryzeni would have beaten if he hadn't pushed too hard that he already beat with a close man, but please use spoilers. Posted by Takao '
10/29/2017, Oct 29, 2017, » 0 0 My friend I fixed it, but please let's use spoilers. He said the previous part, so valt had a bad opening, not spoilers, so let's see if he can turn the game around with his new special move? It's nice that Valt's parents come to see the game. Posted by: bladci - 29.10.2017, 19:37:55 » 0 0 0 It
is nice that Valt's family came to see the game. Takao's also went to the endgame: Real estate agent Oytun 30.10.2017, 04:09:20 » 0 Why do you say after Oytun has looked at English, it was the first Turkish section I saw, the presenter offers boys and girls. Besides, all the characters were talked about big, big guys.
Wakiya's voice was very bad, the other voices never sat... Posted by: Takao ' 30.10.2017, 13:30:13 » 0 Why say after Oytun english looks, it was the first Turkish section I saw, the presenter offers boys and girls. Besides, all the characters were talked about big, big guys. Wakiya's voice was very bad, the other voices
never sat... Do children speak in other languages? I understand those who watch and praise in their original language, but it seems strange to me to see and praise English. Posted by: Real Estate Agent Oytun - 30.10.2017, 13:57:20 » 0 0 Are children performing in other languages? I understand those who watch and
praise in their original language, but it seems strange to me to see and praise English. Its original language is worse than Turkish, and you know it; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei,
Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very good vocal, I think there were inaccuracies in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover work in a studio
where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. The child must be spoken of by a child or the great who can make his voice sound like a child By: Takao
30.10.2017, 14:02:57 » 0 0 The original language is worse than Turkish, you know; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were
very good vocal, I think there were in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound
good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He sang Hermonie all harry Potter Potter I like the Japanese voiceover for the sizes that can make the child sound like a child or make the child sound like a child. Maybe you didn't get the feeling anyway, I don't think you would be
convinced that you're not usually on the page. Posted by: Ankaku'u - 30.10.2017, 14:08:39 » 0 0 The original language is worse than Turkish, you know it; They can't give emotions, and the voices don't match people in Japanese. She sings all. Turkish voiceovers were not so bad, in Bakuten Shoot, Takao, his
grandfather, Rei, Max, Bilgié, Michael, Boris, Mr. Dickensen, Ozuma, etc. were very good vocal, I think there were inaccuracies in some places only in translation; however, I watched several episodes of the Metal, Cyborg and Burst series; I think only Zero and King August's voice were well voted. They put the voiceover
work in a studio where, if you put it together, there's a top 50 actors, not all of them sound good, of course it's a whole production. I have a friend from high school from 1992. He played Hermonie in all Harry Potter seasons. The sizes that can make the child's voice or sound like a child just burst Japanese voiceover I
liked the sound of his music in the Japanese dubbing, the sound of sise music on the site here is a little hoarse, but you are right, Turkish synchronization was better. Page 7 From: Ardivas - 04.08.2017, 16:25:23 » 0 0 0 and this time I lost luck well I started to burst, The leading role definitely lost a premiere in the story of
the animated series Von: bladchi - 04.08.2017, 16:28:44 » 0 0 0 and this time he lost his luck I to love to burst u very much, he lost the lead role is definitely a premiere in the history of the cartoon series I was always angry at the screenwriters I was angry with shu again I wouldn't be angry if he lost again : mustafa.
31.08.2017, 00:56:03 » 1 0 I don't know if I've only seen the finale of this season. There's an element that looks like auga, so I'll console myself a little bit, and I'll tell them that you're trying to sink the world with Beyblade and Dagi parcala beyblade, and then come a season like this, the names of the Beyblades in metal,
the shapes, the shapes, the mod changes, and my favorite bubble guy is like a man. Ryuga and his Lord L Drago ah ah old days. I've managed to overcome the dark force and reveal L Dragon's superior abilities on my own, and I've gained the power I've had by putting my whole life on the show to be the best. So ryuga
Von: Ardivas - 31.08.2017, 14:25:59 » 0 0 0 0 MenI don't know if I've only seen the final this season I don't know if it's a replacement for old Is, I laughed a lot about metal in the final, but when the Valtyrek shines, Burt's god The season is coming, and from now on there's a guy out there who looks like a Ryuga, and I just
say you're going to try to let the world go down with beyblade and the dagi parcala beyblade, and then come and do a season like this in metal. Do. The names were good to change the shapes of colors mod and my favorite bubble guy like adam Ryuga and his brain L Drago ah ah old days. I've managed to overcome
the dark force and reveal L Dragon's superior abilities on my own, and I've gained the power I've had by putting my whole life on the show to be the best. Therefore lui as ryuga bncehuy is better and yes l drago has a Beyblade and the strongest blader, although the story of the season is low, it can increase its display and
the mod change is also in season 2, but it's not like in metal and yes, you're right, it doesn't replace the old station: Kurenai Shu 14.09.2017, 18:45:38 » 0 0 0 , but I think this injustice was caused by a crack by the pitch that would have renewed the pitch and rebuilt mac but did not get me wrong I keep the Volt deil From:
Ardivas - 15.09.2017, 12:37:55 » 0 0 But I think this injustice was defeated by a crack caused by the playing field, the playing field would have been renewed and rebuilt mac but not built incorrectly , I had already offered it Valt had not asked for it From: Kurenai Shu 13:02:58 » 1 0 but lui had already offered, that Valt
didn't want Valt I thought it was for the 2nd season From: bladci - 15.09.2017, 13:55:26 » 0 0 I think it's until the 2nd season : Ardivas - 15.09.2017, 16:07:12 » 0 I don't think it's even more lui not even mentioned , if you recognize the Valt From: OriaX 20.10.2017, 23:09:07 » 1 0 This episode was still badly said, but the
old ones are really missed. L_Dragoyu am looking for the Pegasus. Of course it was great at the Bakuten shoot or something. Vaybee, what days I miss so much really 2nd season nolcak room curiosity under on something separate :- Page 8 From: Ardivas - 04.08.2017, 16:25:23 » 0 0 0 and this time I to love burst you
so much that he lost luck, The main role definitely lost a premiere in the history of the animated series Von: bladchi - 04.08.2017, 16:28:44 » 0 0 0 and this time he lost his luck i to love bursting u very , he lost the lead role is definitely a premiere in the story of the cartoon series I was always angry at the screenwriters I
was angry with shu again I wouldn't be angry if he would lose again : mustafa. 31.08.2017, 00:56:03 » 1 0 I don't know if I've only seen the finale of this season. There's an element that looks like auga, so I'll console myself a little bit, and I'll tell them that you're trying to sink the world with Beyblade and Dagi parcala
beyblade, and then come a season like this, the names of the Beyblades in metal, the shapes, the shapes, the mod changes, and my favorite bubble guy is like a man. Ryuga and his Lord L Drago ah ah old days. I have managed to Overcome strength and reveal L Dragon's superior abilities on my own, and I've gained
the power I've had by putting my whole life on the show to be the best. So ryuga By: Ardivas Ardivas 14:25:59 » 0 0 0 0 I don't know if I've only seen the finale of this season, I don't know if it's a substitute for old seasons, I laughed a lot about metal in the final, but if the Valtyrek flashed, it would come for a season called
burts God there from now on ryuga. There's a guy who looks like a guy who comforts me a little bit, and I just say you're trying to let the world sink with a horse blade and a Dagi parcala beyblade, and then make a season like this, the names of the Beyblades in metal, the shapes, the shapes, the mod changes and like
my favorite bubble guy Ryuga. And his brain, L Drago ah ah, the old days. I've managed to overcome the dark force and reveal L Dragon's superior abilities on my own, and I've gained the power I've had by putting my whole life on the show to be the best. Therefore lui as ryuga bncehuy is better and yes l drago has a
Beyblade and the strongest blader, although the story of the season is low, it can increase its display and the mod change is also in season 2, but it's not like in metal and yes, you're right, it doesn't replace the old station: Kurenai Shu 14.09.2017, 18:45:38 » 0 0 0 , but I think this injustice was caused by a crack by the
pitch that would have renewed the pitch and rebuilt mac but did not get me wrong I keep the Volt deil From: Ardivas - 15.09.2017, 12:37:55 » 0 0 But I think this injustice was defeated by a crack caused by the playing field, the playing field would have been renewed and rebuilt mac but not built incorrectly , I had already
offered it Valt had not asked for it From: Kurenai Shu 13:02:58 » 1 0 but lui had already offered, that Valt didn't want Valt I thought it was for the 2nd season From: bladci - 15.09.2017, 13:55:26 » 0 0 I think it's until the 2nd season : Ardivas - 15.09.2017, 16:07:12 » 0 I don't think it's even more lui not even mentioned , if
you recognize the Valt From: OriaX 20.10.2017, 23:09:07 » 1 0 This episode was still badly said, but the old ones are really missed. L_Dragoyu am looking for the Pegasus. Of course it was great at the Bakuten shoot or something. Vaybee, what days I miss so much really 2nd season nolcak room curiosity under on
something separate :- Page 9 From: Ardivas - 04.08.2017, 16:25:23 » 0 0 0 and this time I lost luck well I started to love burst, The main role definitely lost a premiere in the history of the animated series Von: bladchi - 04.08.2017, 16:28:44 » 0 0 0 and this time he lost his luck i to love bursting u very , he lost the lead role
is definitely a premiere in the story of the cartoon series I was always angry at the screenwriters I was angry with shu again I wouldn't be angry if he would lose again : mustafa. 00:56:03 » 1 0 I don't know if I've only seen the finale of this season, I don't know if it's a substitute for the old seasons that I laughed a lot in the
final, but if the Valtyrek shines, it will come for a season called burts God, from now on there's a guy who looks like a Ryuga , I don't think you can tell yourself a little about the rider and the Dagi tasi parcala beyblade After trying to eat, make a season like this The names of Beyblades in metal were good to change the
shapes, the colors, the mods, and my favorite bubble guy is like adam Ryuga and his brain L Drago ah ah old days. I've managed to overcome the dark force and reveal L Dragon's superior abilities on my own, and I've gained the power I've had by putting my whole life on the show to be the best. So ryuga From: Ardivas
- 31.08.2017, 14:25:59 » 0 0 0 0 I don't know if I've only seen the finale this season I don't know if it's a substitute for the old seasons, I've laughed a lot with metal in the final, but if the Valtyrek shines, burts god will come for a season from now on, I just say there's a guy out there , which looks like a Ryuga, and I just say
that you tried to eat the world with a horse blade and a Dagi parcala beyblade, and then make a season like this. Man Ryuga and his gentleman L Drago ah ah old days like the bubble man I love. I've managed to overcome the dark force and reveal L Dragon's superior abilities on my own, and I've gained the power I've
had by putting my whole life on the show to be the best. Therefore lui as ryuga bncehuy is better and yes l drago has a Beyblade and the strongest blader, although the story of the season is low, it can increase its display and the mod change is also in season 2, but it's not like in metal and yes, you're right, it doesn't
replace the old station: Kurenai Shu 14.09.2017, 18:45:38 » 0 0 0 , but I think this injustice was caused by a crack by the pitch that would have renewed the pitch and rebuilt mac but did not get me wrong I keep the Volt deil From: Ardivas - 15.09.2017, 12:37:55 » 0 0 But I think this injustice was defeated by a crack
caused by the playing field, the playing field would have been renewed and rebuilt mac but not built incorrectly , I had already offered it Valt had not asked for it From: Kurenai Shu 13:02:58 » 1 0 but lui had already offered, that Valt didn't want Valt I thought it was for the 2nd season From: bladci - 15.09.2017, 13:55:26 »
0 0 I think it's until the 2nd season : Ardivas - 15.09.2017, 16:07:12 » 0 I don't think it's even more lui not even mentioned , if you recognize the Valt From: OriaX 20.10.2017, 23:09:07 » 1 0 This episode was still badly said, but the old ones are really missed. L_Dragoyu am looking for the Pegasus. Of course it was great
at the Bakuten shoot or something. Vaybee, what days I miss so much really 2nd season nolcak space curiosity on something separated :- :-
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